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Cereal with orange juice? This is how
Tropicana will commemorate International
Orange Juice Day
This post was equated from our Spanish edition utilizing AI innovations. Mistakes might exist due to
this procedure.
There are ancient customs, such as the one that suggests that the cereal is consumed with milk. It
does not matter if they are corn flakes, rice or wheat, what custom states is that you have to
accompany them with milk? Tropicana, the North American maker of fruit beverages, difficulties that
concept with the launch of Tropicana Crunch, an almond and honey cereal that ought to be
consumed with orange juice.

tropicanacrunch.com
And it is not a basic event: the brand name states it has actually spoken with a research study by
Wakefield Research that validates that more than 15 million individuals in the United States have
actually attempted this mix which more than 52 million would want to do so Through a press
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release, the business discussed: “Half of the grownups who put orange juice on their cereal did so
due to the fact that they believed it would taste excellent, and more than one in 3 who attempted it did
so due to the fact that they enjoyed it.” orange juice and they believed it would be an excellent mix.”
Tropicana Crunch is made with powdered milk, buttermilk and honey and will be released on
Wednesday, May 4 in the structure of International Orange Juice Day and the launch challenges
customers to prepare their minds and cereal plates. for an “extraordinary breakfast experience”. The
business did not describe if it is a restricted edition or an item that will stay on the marketplace for a
longer time. Would you comfort?
This is not the very first time that Tropicana has actually shocked the marketplace with an item that
breaks paradigms. Simply a couple of months back, the business released a minimal edition of
orange-flavored tooth paste on the marketplace in collaboration with the business Dynamic
Blending Specialists to commemorate National Tooth Brushing Day (November 1 in the United
States).
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